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welcome
We are so excited to be sharing this
journey with you. We truly believe that
the family portrait is one of the most
rewarding and beautiful ways to
celebrate your family.
Life changes so fast. They grow up in the
blink of an eye and tomorrow is promised to
noone.
We know we're biased, but portraiture is the
only investment guaranteed to become more
valuable with the passing of time.
But we know it can also feel daunting and
confusing ...'how do all these families get their
children to behave?' .... 'I hate having my
photo taken!' ... 'I've just had a baby, I feel
like c*@p!' ..
Please don't worry. Every single one of our
families have felt some form of apprehension
and nerves!
This guide is designed to take some of the
guess work out, and help everything go
smoothly.
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BOOK EARLY

Missing out on a session, especially for

portfolio, the babes are nearly always under

those precious first weeks of life, can be

two weeks of age.

quite heartbreaking. Booking early and
getting a bit organised will help.

How do you book when you don't know exactly
when your baby is going to arrive? Don't

We totally get that it sounds like a sales

worry, it's pretty easy. We pop a date in the

pitch. But over the years as the studio has

diary based on your due date and you just keep

become busier there have been occasions

us in the loop when your baby arrives. Yes, this

when we haven't been able to fit a little

makes our diary a bit of a nightmare to keep on

bubba and their family in the diary, and it

top of, but it means that we don't over book the

breaks our hearts.

studio and we know exactly how many babies
to expect in any given month.

Of course, we'll achieve beautiful imagery
no matter what age baby is, but for those

"But my baby is already here! And I didn't

sleepy curly newborn images you see in the

know I needed to book!" ....
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It's ok! Don't stress, Just give the studio a call

IF you don't have a voucher for your

on 0419 809 570 and we'll see what we can do.

session fee, you can purchase your session

Because babies decide to arrive when they are

on the website directly. It's as easy as that.

good and ready, some weeks we'll have
newborns every day, some weeks only one or

Of course if you'd rather have a chat on the

two, and with our small but awesome team of

phone before booking, or via email, feel

photographers we're bound to have something

free to get in touch first.

available!
hello@kateandco.com.au or 0419 809 570
If you're a client of Burnside Hospital, or

or of course any of the main socials -

Sound Diagnostics 4D Ultrasound, there is no

facebook and insta are our faves of course.

session fee payment and all that is required is
your due date and family details. You can find
more details on the website too.
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WHAT TO WEAR

The clothing maketh the photo! Take your

stress too much. Our best advice is to choose

time and have fun selecting clothing for

clothing you are comfortable in and makes

your family. Coordinated but not exactly the

you feel good.

same, works perfectly.
Mum's look amazing in plain white shirts, or
Have a look through our galleries on the

soft pinks, blues or greys ... try to steer clear

website, stalk some of the insta-feed and of

of any large checks, spots, stripes or logos as

course Facebook. You'll see lots of light

this will draw the eye away from the lovely

colours, beautiful textures and solid, muted

humans in the photograph.

tones for the studio sessions. You'll see
slightly darker, natural, muted tones for the

We find our dad's struggle the most to find

outdoors sessions.

plain, simple clothing. Fashion at the moment
seems to favour checked shirts and loud logos

Our whole philosophy is based around a

for mens clothing. If all else fails, head to the

love of simplicity and humble elegance, so

plain white or grey t-shirt, matched with

don't

jeans
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or chinos - and that's pretty much perfect!
You don't need to worry about clothing for
your newborn as the studio has a huge range
of wraps and generally speaking, clothing
doesn't really fit that well when humans are
brand-spanking new.
For older babies, one or two clothing choices
is perfect as we are yet to meet a 6-18 month
old who really enjoys multiple changes of
clothes in a short period of time.
For older siblings, the same direction applies
- plains, simple, comfortable. Layers work
beautifully, and be conscious of short
skirts/dresses as these sometimes show
underwear/nappies in the images beacause,
well .. they're kids! Nappy covers and
bloomers under dresses work really well.
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The studio will always be warm, so dress in
layers so you don't get too hot. The studio needs
to be warm to help our littlest models stay warm
and comfortable and sleepy during their sesion
as they are often in their birthday suit and need
to stay nice and warm - don't worry, it's not a
sauna, but certainly too warm for wooly
jumpers and beanies.
Don't forget to give everything a quick iron the
night before, and feel free to get changed at the
studio as we know kids can be messy!
And lastly, you are more than welcome to
utilise the Studio Wardrobe, a lovely selection
of clothing mainly for mums, but there are some
shirts and t-shirts for dads and a growing
number of gorgeous clothes for little people.
Check out the 'studio wardrobe' link on the
website.
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TERRIBLE TWOS &
THREE-NAGERS

Right. Now we want to manage your

us short periods of time and attention and

expectations for your children, especially

then go and play with the toy box, then they'll

kiddos under 5.

come back in, and then they'll go play again.
This is perfectly normal. It's all about

They're about to walk into a new place, meet

convincing them that they came up with the

a stranger, and more often than not, that

idea of 'cuddling the baby' or 'snuggling with

stranger is going to concentrate a lot of their

dad'.

attention on this new human who has arrived
to disrupt their world.

We have lots of tips and tricks up our sleeves,
but the most important thing is that you, as

Some older siblings are born to perform for

mum and dad, don't stress. We've had

the camera, some toddlers need a bit of time

toddlers who haven't wanted a bar of

to warm up to the studio, to the

anything we've tried to do during the sessoin

photographer and to know that the session

and we STILL achieved beautiful images.

can actually be a bit of fun! Don't stress,
your toddler will give
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And as with everything, your session is meant
PAGE 7

to be 'real' ... it's meant to capture the

This is TOTALLY normal. We are

personalities and connection of the little

absolutely used to working with noise and

individuals who make up your family unit.

mess!

If Mister 2 is all grumpy face at his
newborn brother, then so bit it! All the
more to tell stories about at their 21st!
Because it is a new place, and we are new
people to them, it helps if you bring along a
favourite toy and some clean snacks like
biscuits, popcorn, saltanas etc.
If you do have access to a family member
(grandma or grandpa) who might like to
come along to the session at the beginning
and then take the older child/children for a

IF MISTER TWO IS ALL
GRUMPY FACE AT HIS
NEWBORN BROTHER,
THEN SO BIT IT! ALL
THE MORE TO TELL
STORIES ABOUT AT
THEIR 21ST!

snack or a play at the playground while we
finish the session with the newborn and
mum/dad pictures that's great, but it's not
essential.
When older siblings are involved, we'll
start with the full family and sibling images
so that the pressure is off and toddler can
play, watch some netflix and generally
make a mess of the toy box.
If you've previously been through the
studio with your first born, you'll find that
the experience isn't quite as 'calm' as when
you came with just a newborn. We're sure it
won't be any surprise to you, but life with a
toddler and a newborn is very different to
life with just a newborn!
There will probably be times when there is
noise in the background, mess abounds and
choas reigns ...
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HAIR, MAKEUP, CLEAN
HANDS!

We know, we know ... you've just had a

a cut is needed only a few weeks after the last

baby .. but what better excuse for a hair cut

cut! And of course, if you're a dad who likes

and a bit of pamper time than your family

a clean shave allow time in the morning for

photographs!?

this ... and a quick scrub of hands and a tidyup of nails is super important too.

We know it's not always possible, because
these little people arrive when they are

Some of our mums like to have their hair and

ready and sometimes they take us by

makeup done prior to the session. But only if

surprise, but booking a hair cut (and colour

this is your 'thing', don't feel like you need to

if that's your thing) a week or so before your

as most of our mums just do their own hair an

due date means you don't need to worry

makeup - but make sure you give yourself

about it once baby arrives.

enough time in the morning to look after
yourself as well!

Dad's can't forget about themselves either!
Short hair grows quickly and can look like
WWW.KATEANDCO.COM.AU
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There is a lovely hairdresser right next door

As with everything - keep it simple. Keep it

to the studio (The Vine Hair - bookings in

real.

advance is essential) if you do wish to have
your hair done, and let us know if you need
at-home stylists, get in touch with Tallora at
www.makeoversaust.com.au.
For older siblings, keep it simple. Bring
along a brush and maybe a clip for longer
hair to keep it out of the eyes, but if your
little one isn't keen on headbands, pigtails,
ponytails or clips - don't worry about it ...
the last thing we need is a cranky toddler
who has pulled their pigtails out and now
has sticky up hair that can't be tamed...
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FOREST, FIELD & FAMILY
HOME

We have a selection of fave outdoor

With outdoor sessions, clothing is quite

locations for our family sessions which have

important especially when it comes to our

been carefully chosen for variety as well as

little people. We might have envisaged a

how the sun moves and where it sets during

gorgeous girl dancing through the dry grass

the year to achieve gorgeous light.

in a floaty cotton dress, but if we're trying to
do this in August, it's just not going to work.

We live in this amazing country which is

Kids need to be comfortable and warm, so

either very hot, or very cold and raining!

make sure they dress accordingly and bring

Our outdoor sessions are sometimes

along a few options depending on what the

rescheduled a number of times to

weather is doing.

accomodate for weather, especially as the
preference for outdoor sessions is during the

For family home sessions, we will initially

change in seasons when weather can be

take a bit of time to have a look around your

particuarly temperamental. But we'll get

home and find the best light. We will

there in the end, the weather gods will

predominantly use natural window light

eventually come around!
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so expect us to open the curtains and blinds
and turn off overhead lights.
When photographing in your family home,
your home is literally the backdrop for your
imagery. We ask that you have at least two
rooms nice and tidy - the main bedroom
and family room work perfectly for family
photographs, so a quicky tidy up is usually
all that's needed.
We will, of course, ask first, but
occasionally it is necessary to move small
furniture items around or out of frame to
achieve the best angle and positioning.
If you have a favourite location in your
home that you are really wanting to have
photographs in, please let us know and
we'll make sure we do this.

WE ASK THAT YOU
HAVE AT LEAST TWO
ROOMS NICE AND TIDY THE MAIN BEDROOM
AND FAMILY ROOM
WORK PERFECTLY FOR
FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHS
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SAFETY, BABY-LED
POSING & COVID

Hopefully you haven't heard any of these
stories, but within the photography
community and profession there have been
terrible tales of amateur photographers
'posing' newborn babies in incredibly
dangerous situations - attempting to copy
images that were originally created using
photoshop and digital imaging.
The safety of your little people is our
paramount concern. And whilst our
philosophy and style of imagery doesn't lend
itself to 'posing' babies in swings or
hammocks we want to assure you that your
little one is always safe and he/she will lead
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us with the 'poses' they wish to share with us
on the day. This is what is known as 'baby-led'
posing.
Whilst we do 'direct' our families in terms of
connection and interaction and best angles for
both adults and babies, you are free to have fun
with it all and make it your own. Being
yourself and bringing your own personality to
the session is what makes for the best imagery.
We're not 'look at the camera and smile when I
say cheese' photographers. We're 'oh gosh your
baby brother is whispering something you you,
can you hear?' and 'oh my gosh, what a
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journey you've been on to bring this little one

As South Australia slowly emerges from

into your arms, snuggle her in tight and

'lock down' we are grateful to have formally

breathe her in, she's beyond perfect ..' type

received advice from SAPOL via the Small

photographers.

Business Commissioner that we are indeed
able to continue to photograph in-studio. We

Always keeping it simple, ensuring it's real,

must abide by the 4sqm rule (our studio

and making it beyond beautiful.

allows us to have up to 8 people in the
shooting area) as well as maintaining the 1.5

In March 2020, the world was thrown head-

meter social distancing advice - wherever

first into a 'new-normal'. We are so lucky in

possible.

South Australia to be amongst the safest place
in the world when it comes to Covid19.

If you wish for your photographer to wear a
facemask whilst in close proximity to your

Please rest assured that the studio has always

baby, please ask, we are more than happy to

held the highest standard of hygine practices

oblige.

for infection control and will continue to do
so with the utmost diligence.
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DURING YOUR SESSION

The studio is designed to make life easy and

feeding.

be a comfortable and homely place to spend
a few hours.

If you get a chance, have a look through the
sample albums on display, the product and

As much coffee as you need for our sleep

collection guide, have a look around the

deprived parents, a few little luxuries for

studio at all the options available for the

you to discover during your session, and of

finished product. This way you'll be well

course, someone who will look after your

prepared for the exciting design and selection

little person for an hour or so.

session which comes a week or so after your
portrait experience.

There is always plenty of time for feeding
and settling - whether you're feeding by

At the end of your session we'll briefly go

breast or bottle, we'll take our time, we have

through the options, find a suitable date for

everything needed to warm up bottles, burp

your design and ordering appointment and

cloths for milk spills and comfy couches for

discuss any questions you might have.
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WHAT NOW?

Are you an album or wall art family? Are you

produce beautiful products as part of their

a single statement piece above the couch or a

portrait experience and as a way to celebrate

collection of framed images in the dining

this lovely time in your lives.

room family?
We're passionate about you enjoying your
The studio specialises is custom wall art

images 'slowly' - the tactile act of holding your

collections and bespoke albums - this is what

photographs and turning the pages of your

totally floats our boats and we are super

album has such a meditative quality .. it's all

passionate about creating artworks for your

about enjoying your images mindfully, away

home.

from the bright lights of computer screens, or
the scrolling monotony of facebook.

So it's really important that you think about
what you'd like to do with your images in

Have a look through our 'finished products'

terms of the end product. Yes, digital files are

page on the website, as well as the introduction

available, but most of our clients choose to

videos we've created to show a bit more detail
of each of the items available.
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If you're a 'wall art' family, we can use some
fabulous programs to super-impose your
wall art designs, to scale, on your walls - all
you need to do is photograph your wall and
text or email them to the studio and we can
do the rest. You get to see exactly what your
designed wall art will look at so you can
purchase with confidence knowing it will
look absolutely amazing.
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"HOME IS WHERE
THE ART IS"

We can't wait to spend
this fabulous time with
you and capture some
gorgeous memories, to
last a life time.
Kate, Jackie & Deb
Kate & Co, Family Photographers

